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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

The Little Green Monster Early Reader

ISBN: 978-1-84886-431-3
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Cosmo is studying to become a wizard and today is the day
of his three tests. In Ms Fizz’s cave, he completes the first
two without a hitch but Cosmo forgets the magic word in
the third one! When the smoke clears, Cosmo isn’t looking
at a mouse but a little green monster who begins to cause
havoc. Can Cosmo still be a wizard?

Jill Atkins & Daniel Limon

This Activity Pack is for:
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Can you remember the words from the story?

1. Cosmo woke up early on the day of his                         .

Monster Test Wizard Test Magic Test

2. The first test was             on top of             . 

written / toadstool    mixed / cauldron bubbling / cupboard

3. He made some                         . They frothed and sparkled.

clever stones          messy potions brilliant spells

4. There was something                         sitting on the toadstool.

really red very odd very glittery

5. “I must have said the wrong magic             . I said:             !”
word / Sallylongsocks     spell / Monster     wand / Stars

6. “I will always                         and do my best!”

make mistakes  try hard be messy

The Little Green Monster
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What is the missing letter?

1. His hands were shaking and his         ees were knocking.

2. He fetched some p        ple powder, some red glitter and

some magic dust.

3. “Turn this stone into a m        se,” boomed Ms Fizz.

4. “Take five drops of the po        on you made in your first

test,” boomed Ms Fzz.

5. “That was so clever!” Cosmo lau        ed.

6. The Little Green Monster hid under the c        ldron.

7. ‘Ms Fizz won’t let me be a wi        rd now,’ he thought.

8. The Little Green Monster disapp        red into a puff of

yellow smoke.

The Little Green Monster
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 wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  d

cauldron

glitter

goggles

hairbrush

magic

monster

potion

spells

Words:

stars

toadstool

trouble

wizard

The Little Green Monster
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Fill in the gaps:
1. Wizard Test

2. written / toadstool

3. brilliant spells

4. very odd

5. word / Sallylongsocks

6. try hard

Fill in a letter:
1. kn

2. ur

3. ou

4. ti

5. gh

6. au

7. za

8. ea

Answers

Wordsearch:
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